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• INVAIUANTS IN K AND K DECAYS 
e3 

R. Gatto 

• 	 Radiation Laboratory 
• 	: 	University of California 
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September 25, 1957 

Abstract 

A discus aba is given of the K 3  and K3 decay modes, making use of 

the invariance properties of the theory, under the general hypothesis of parity 

aonconaervatlon and lepton nonconservation. The assumption of local interaction 

between the final fermiona is examined In detail. Detection of a possible up- 
• 	down asymmetry, with respect to the K 3  decay plane, of the electrons from the 

subsequent R decay is suggested as a .posible teat of time reversal. 
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IN VARIANTS IN K AND K DECAY* 
10 	e3 

R. Gattot 

Radiation Laboratory 
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The K and K decay modes have recently been discussed by Furuichi 

et al. and by Pals and Treimari. 	We present here sorne general results for 

such decay.s which can be directly derived from the invariance properties of the 

theory. We consider the general case with parity nonconservation and with non- 

conservation of leptons. The discussion will be limited to local interaction between 

the two'final Ierrnions, and a detailed examination of such a hypothesis will be 

given. 

Following the methods used by Furuichi et al. and by Pais and Treiman, 

we write the transition-matrix element for a decay process K- 	it + v 

where I denotes either p or e, in the form 

T11 = ( 1 5 	
) v) + rrK ( 
	aV(C+Cj)v) + 	(uV U(CT+CTy S )v) + 

C +-L(yV(B +B + i (Bs+Bs5)v 	m 	a V 
v Y s )vC ) + 11 	vu(BT+BTV)vC). 

In Eq (1)  we have denoted the free-particle spinors with the same symbol 

as used for the corresponding particle; V 
CLI 

13a' V, and LJ are linear combinations 

of the Independent four-momenta in the decay; the scalars C, C', B, and B' are also 

formed from the independent four-momenta; mK  Is the mass of the decaying heavy 

	

- 	* 	 i 
meson. We use the Pauli notations; in particular I = Iy 4 	= [', yp 

This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

ton leave of absence from istituto di Fisica deli 'Universita 'di Roma, Italy. 

'Furuichi, Kodama, Ogawa, Sugahara, Wakasa, Yonezawa, Progr. Theoret. 

Phys. 17, 89 (1957). 

A. Pais and S B. Trelman, Phys. Rev. 105, 1616 (1957). 
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and 	= C '' 

where C is the charge-conjugation matrix, satisfying 
CyC 	-y 	and CC = 1. The 4 available four-momenta are restricted by 

conservation of the total four-momentum. In both References I and 2 it 1 
assumed that the four-momenta of .1 and of v appear in T only in.the combination 
pm + P.' ,  Thisassumption rests on the hypothesis that both leptons are pro-

duced atThe same local vertex and on the neglect of electromagnetic corrections. 

We shall refer to this assumption as the locality hypothesis. It must be' stressed 

that such locality here refers only to the weak interaction producing the tepton pair
.  

Because of total mornetuni conservation and of the locality hypothesis, only two 

four:momenta:areindependent, andwe choose as such the K four-momentum 

and the 1Tf.our-mothentum p ,
. 
 Making use of the locality hypothesis, of the CL 

Dirac eq atlon for the leptons, and of the antisymmetry of a , we can write 
Eq (1)  in the form 

T11  (t(O5+O 5 )v) + 	(iy4P(+Gy 5  )v) 
- 412 (1(T 3p' P (GT+Gy5)v) + 

(2) 

	

+ (i(F5+Fy5)vC) ~ 
•4• 	 a V+ 'YS)V 	i2 	a T+V5) 

In Eq (2) 0s is of the form C5  + (constant) (ml/mK) C,., where m 1  is the mass 

of the.emitted lepton and.aimilar re•laions.hold for G. ' 's' and Fs  . Therefore, 

as remarked by Treiman and Pals, 2 
 even in the absence of scalar interaction at 

the làpton vertex, the transition matrix wilicontain a scalar term proportional to 

if an vector interaction is present.. This term, however, is negligible for 

K'3  decay because of the amnailneBs of the electron ma ss. 

As first ahown by Pali and by Pu'rsey, under the assumption of zero 

rest mass for the neutrino, ther'e exist two commuting subgroups of transforma- 

tions of the neutrino field which leave the free-particle equation and the cummuta-

tion relations invariant and transform the interaction Hamiltoriian into 

3For the comparison with the experimental data the most convenient frame 

of reference is that in which the two leptons have equal and opFoaite momenta. An 

analysis of K 3  decays in such frame of reference will be fOund in a forthcoming 

paper by B. McCormick. 	. 
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a physically equivalent .Hamtltonian. ' 5.6 .  ' The transforrnã•tióno of the first 
subgroup are 

(I) v' 	v +PC,, 	-. 	. 	' = ci'j +vCy 

with ua and constants, satisfying 	
+ jJ2 

The transformations of the second subgroup are 

(11) e' = exp (. i 	+ 	i'rv5] V. 	. 	 exp (  

with 9 and n real. 	A TranSformation (1). is equivalent to a substitution on the 

acalar quantities G, 	Fo and 	of Eq.. (2) according to 

Gj.Gja*+Fjt*.. Gi 	 (3) 

• . 	F'-'F'ci -G. 	 (3 1 ) 

A Transformation (II) is equivalent to 

(4) 

+ F 	(F3+F*) et 	- i 	
• 	

F - Ff -.*F3_F3)  c_i  
Since we shall be concerned with the product transformation of (1) and (lI), we 

can choose = O because an arbitrary phase factor is already contained in (I). 

Following the method in References 4, 5, and 6, we construct the quantities 

4Pauli, Nuovo cimento 6. 204 (1957). 	 . 

5D. L. Pursey, Nuovo cimento, 6. 266 (1957). 

6Gerhart Liders, On the Pursey-Pauli Invariants in the theory of decay, 

August 1957, UCRL-3903 Nuovo cimento, to be publiahed). .. 

Gatto and G. Liders, . Invartanta in 1L decay. . UCRL-3935; September 1957 

(Nuovo cimento. to be published). 
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F G ()  I 
I 	- 

- 

'p.  

I 	 (5) 

LGJ 	j 
• where 	= 	* j', 	 F1 * F . Such quantities transform under the 

product of (I) and (II) according to 

I (*) 	
(6) 

the matrix M is givei by 
i* 	* 

i i. 	CL  

Me 2 1 J 	. 	 (7) 

Regarding V 	as vectors in a two-dimensional space (with complex coordinates), 

one sees that they are transformed according to a unitary transformation. The 

invariants under the group of Transformations (7)are given by the scalar 0roducts 

v3 (+)t H+) = G(+)* M + ()* 	
(8) 

V1  - V - = ci  - G - + F * F1  

t 	 a 	* 	* 	* 
v 	v 	- c ) F 	+ F 	G 	(8") 3 	1 	- 	j 	1 	3 	1 

and their complex conjugates. Only invariants of the forms (8) and (8 1 ) can appear 
in the description of the decay process. It will be convenient to substitute for them 

an equivalent set of invarlarits which have the property of remaining unchanged 

under one of the operations T, C. P, or under all three such operati•ns. To this 

purpose one has only to substitute Into Eqs. (8) and (8 1 ) the expressions 

	

1k [v1t v$)  * v, (t () 	
(9) 

1(-) 	' 	 (91) 

• 	One finds that eighteen different Invariants can be constructed in this way. 
The list is as follows: 
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Ej  = lG 12 + IG' 12 + iFj 12 + IF; 	 (10) 

Dj 	1< [GJ '°  C + F 	F I 	 (10 1 ) 

j1 = itG G1  + G3,*  G' + r*F + FJ$*  F1 ' I = E13 (10") 

= 	(G G1' + GI* C1 + Fj*F1t + FJ$*F I = 

j [G C1  + G' 91 ' + F F1  + F31*  F1 '] = -Q 	(10 1111 ) 

N =jj[G G '  + Gj 1  G1  + FJ*F11  + FJI*  C1  I = - 	( 10") 

For each of the above six classes, there are three independent invarianta. These 

invariants are not all Independent, but have to satisfy relations and inequalities 

that follow from theIr algebraic structure. 

In the K3.decay  modei it is a good approximation to neglect the electron 

mass in comparison with the large available energy. In this approximation, and 

for experirnentstbat do not involve any observation of the possibletransverse 

- polarIzation of the electron, the transition probabilities can only depend on those 

i6var1ants which remain unchanged under the group of transformations induced by 

the substitutions 

1 	1. 	 - 	- 	 1 	1 (III) e' . exp 	! I E + .. i4'y 5] e , 	e' e exp t - 	IE +  

ont  the electron-field operat.os.. The group of transformations on the scalars 

C, Gb',  F, and F' induced by (III) is given by 

'(e) 	W. 	 , 	FJ L F(*)e 	2 	for j = S, T, (11) 

forJV. 	(11 1 ) 

Invariance under this group is therefore equivalent to requiring that there is no 

interference of S and T with V. Therefore only S-T interference terms, and no 

S-V or T-V Interference terms, can be measured in experiments In which no 

measurement is carried out of the transverse polarization of the emitted electron 

(1. e., only intensities or longitudinal polarizations are measured). The fOnly 
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invariánts that can occur in the description of such experiments are E. D. LST, 

'0ST' 0ST' and NST. 

The invariants D.and N change sign under space reflection. In 

the expression for the transition probability they must be multiplied by pseudo-

scalars formed from the observed momenta and spins: They cannot appear in 

the description of experiments where no pseudoscalars are observed. Invariance 

under time reversal implies the relation 

where i is the time-reversed state of the state . If one can show that the T 

matrixbehaves for the particular transition as a Hermitian matrix, one then 

can stibstitute for Eq. (12) the equation 

	

(IJf. T4 1 ) = Wif,T) * 
	

(13) 

--which in our case for instances implies specific phase relations between the 

quantities G, G', F. and F'. The transition matrix is Hermitian if calculated at 

first order in perturbation theory. Relation (13), however, also follows from 

time reversal, independent of the order of perturbation theory, for transitions 

such that contributions from Intermediate states on the energy sheU are absent 

or negligb1e (this condition is obviously satisfied in our case). If a weak inter-

action is essentially involved in the transition and if final-stte interactions can 

be neglected, a general proof follows from the unitarity of the S matrix which Is 

expressed by 

	

TtT=iTTt. 	 14) 

The largest contribution to a matrix element (JfTTt 4) comes from terms, for 

instance, of the kind ( f TJf ,) ( f ,Tt 1 ). where (4 f TI4Jf ,) is due to the final-state 

interaction and (4;1TtF)  to the weak interaction. Therefore T behaves as 

Hermitian as long as final-state interactions can be neglected. Such a condition 

is verified in our case, for which the only final-state interaction is electromagnetic, 

and therefore the right-hand side in Eq. (14) is, for the transition, smaller by a 

factor -' e 2  than the left-hand side. To construct the time-reversed states we 

recall that time reversal corresponds to replacement of c numbers by their 

charge conjugates, and, for spinor fields, to the substitutions of 
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for $ and (*$U_l  for $, 

in which • is a phase factor depending on the particular field and U is defined 

(apart from a phase factor) by 

VIP 
U 	ULT 	 1 	 (15) 

It foflowa that UU 	-1. A state, of a fermion described by the apinor u canbe 

represented by 

* 

where 	is the vacuum. Applying time reversal and usIng Eq. (15). we find 

that the time-reversed state is 

= 5J 4ts U 1u dr + 

One finds in this way that under time reversal U 	a Uu and u -*uUl 

By a similar argument, and using the commutation relation CU = UC one fiuda 

u,. -..c Uu 

We should also remark that under time reversal the Lou' -momenta P and 

ot ,Eq. (2) change sign (in fact for the time-reversed state 

(P1. P4). 

and by complex conjugation 

P-'(P1 , -P4 ) 

With such substitutions 0  and making  use of Eq. (15). one finds that in order for 

Eq. (13) to hold (invariance under time reversal) G8G'8. G, and  G'v  must have 

the same relative phases, and similarly G. and 0 1  must have the same relative 

phase; but their phase relative to G. 's•  0v• and is 1T/2. The same holds 

8 Out definition of U is the same as in G. Lders 0  Det. Kon. Dan. Diden. Sele. 

28, 5 (1954); however, our definition of C is the same as PaáU's. 

The additional phase factors arIsing from the time-reversal transformation on 

the wave functions of the bosons are, of course, irrelevant for the discussion. We 

have also omitted, consideration of the plane-wave exponentiale. For K °  meeons we 

make use of the experimental result that the two lifetimes are very different. This 

Implies directly that the two physical particles are rather accurately represented by 

the two combinations K0  + K°  and K°  - ii?, as can be seen from the results of Lee, 

Oshme,, and Yang, Phys. Rev. 106. 340 (1957). 
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for the scalars F and F'. Making use of the TCP theorem, one then finds that 

meaeiirementa of the different invarlants imply violations of P. T. and C 

according to the follbwlrig table (where we cross the symbol corresponding to 

that eyrnrretry property which Is violated): 

•E 	P. T. C for j 5, 1 = V; P, ', 	for j = S. V, I T 

- 	D 1 : , T, 	for j = S. I V; , 71, C for j  S. V, I T 

031: P. . , for 3 = 8, 1 = V; P. T. C, for 3 = 8, V. I = T 

, ', C for 3 S. .1 V; P. T. ,, for 3 e S. V. 1 = T 

là the decay probability, invariants that violate P can appear only as factors of 

pseudoscalare (number of momenta odd), invarlants that violate T only as factors 
• 

	

	of pseudoacalars under time inversion (total number of momenta and of a ?actor s 

odd), and Invariants that violate) C as factors of pseudoscalars under charge 

• conjugation (number of a factors odd). For K I + ii +v the most general 
distribution will be of the form 

(16)
-30 where a, b, c, d can depend only onZ, 	2 and 	- , ) 	Accordingly4 bnly 

• 	Q. and 0 	 can appear in the term a; Dy  Dsv. NST. and 
in b and C; and E1., EVT,  and Qsv  in d. If I Is an electron, in the approxima-

tion in which the electron mass Is neglected, only E and OST can  appear In a, 

and only D3  and N in b, while no further general restrictions can be given for 

the other terms (involving transverse polarizations). 

Observation of the last term in Eq. (16) would be a proof of noninvariance 

under time reversal. From our discussion It follows that such a term will 

generally be expected to occur In the distribution, provided that in the leptonic 

vertex two of the invartants 8, V, and T are present, or else V alone. The 

experiment consists In detecting a posSible polarization of the emitted lepton 

normal to the plane of decay. Detection of such polarization would Imply noninvarlanco 
under time reversal, In K± 	+ V + v and In K° p± + . + v the muon 
polarization can be Inferred from the angular di9trlbutione of the electrons from 

the decay of the muon. InthecascadeK -. p.+n+ v, p -'e+ v + v the 
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electron distribution has the form 

1 + a 	e = 	 A(O. 	B 

	

when A, B. C depend on 	and on p , 	, and 	pp). Therefore, any 
forward-backward asyrnrnetryof the decay electrons with respect either to the 
plon direction or to the p. direction implies violation of P and of C; any up-down 
asymmetry with respect to the decay plane implies violation of T and of C. 

We want finafly to discuss the assumption of locality, which was explicitly 
introduced to derive Expression (2) for T . By such assumption we mean that 
the two moinentaP and P " of the two final làptons always appear in the form 

+ p(V).t the transition amplitude. If electromagnetic corrections in the, 
final state are neglected such a requirement is satisfied if both leptona are 
emitted from the same local vertex. Lee and Yang have recently propoeed to 
accOunt for the deviation of p from 3/4 in p. decay with a nonlocal structure for 
the lnteraclon between the four £ermions 0  We shall consider two different 
possibilities as to the origin of auch nonlocality: (a) that an intermediate heavy 
boson is involved in the process; (b) that an intermediate pair of fermiona, formed 
by a neutrino and a heavy fermion, in involved. This second possibility was 
euggested by L.eei1  as a possibility for relating parity violation to the neutrino 
interactions only. In both cases the decay process would be a second-order process 
in the serniweak interactions of the intermediate bosons or of the intermediate 
fermon pair with the two .pthor fields. Now, if in K decay the two emitted leptons 
tnteractwtth the intermediate boson, or fermion pair, at the same semiweak vertex, 
the locality hypothesis I. of course satisfied. Therefore we have only to consider 
the poseiblilty that they interact each at a different aemiweak vertex. This I. 
impossible however, in Case (a), because two other leptona would have to be 

emitted, one for each semiweak vertex, and their reabsorption would cause the 
process to be of higher order. In Case b) a neutrino would have to be emitted at 
the p. vertex. Because of conservation of the nucteonic number, the baryon-
antibaryon pair must be absorbed at the sadie vertex, and necessarily, at the 
v vertex. Therefore, the v emitted at the p. vertex must be reabsorbed at the p. 

10T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang (to be published). 

T. D. Lee, Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Rochester Conference on High-
Energy Physics, 1957 nter.clence, New Yor)t, 1957). 
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vertex again. Diagrams of this kind are, however, usually assumed to give; 

zero contribution because of the antisymmetrization of the interaction Hamiltonlan 

with respect to all fermion operators. in conclusion: for both the above 

posatbilittee (a) and (b). It appears that no conceivable deviation from the locality 

assumption should occur, apart from electroanegflitic iuteractions in the final 
state. 

The author is indebted to Gerhart Lders for interesting discussions. 




